
India's Farmers Have Been Protesting New Agriculture Laws for Months— 

Here's Why 
Farmers and agricultural unions are demanding the immediate repeal of three new laws passed in September. By Andrea Park. Feb 3, 
2021 

Source: https://www.marieclaire.com/politics/a35397911/indian-farmers-protest/ (Now, the Marie Claire Magazine might not what 
you would think of as a ‘hard news’ magazine, so why did I chose to use this source? MC describes itself as “Welcome to Marie Claire, 
the site that women turn to for information on fashion, style, hairstyles, beauty, womens issues, careers, health, and relationships.” 
Does the fact that this kind of magazine is covering this story tell us something about the scope and scale of the protests 
themselves? What have the ‘influencers’ said? Why should we care about this? What does it tell us about the way in which Social 
Media changes the story? 

Content warning: Police brutality; suicide. Well into their sixth straight month of striking and protesting, 
farmers in India continue to demand the repeal of three recently passed agricultural bills that they believe 
prioritize corporate interests over their own. The protests began in August when the three bills were first 
unveiled and have continued to grow exponentially as the bills were passed in September. The government 
has repeatedly refused to grant the demands of farmers and agricultural unions in subsequent meetings. 

The protest, at its core, reflects global issues of workers' rights and labor regulations and the Indian 
government's treatment of the protestors has begun to veer dangerously into human rights violation 
territory, but it still has not been covered widely outside of India (even as people around the world 
have hosted their own protests in solidarity). That changed, however, when the peaceful protests turned 
violent at the end of January. On Jan. 26, India's Republic Day, farmers hosting a planned rally drove their 
tractors into Delhi's city center and stormed the capital's historic 
Red Fort, where they clashed with police armed with tear gas, 
batons, and assault rifles. According to the BBC, one protestor 
died and more than 300 police officers were injured in the clash; 
more than 200 protestors were subsequently detained, as were 
eight working journalists, per Human Rights Watch. 

In early February, after the Indian government was reported to 
be restricting internet access in the areas around the ongoing 
protests, global activists like Rihanna began using their 
platforms to signal-boost the farmers' cause. 

As the protest nears the six-month mark, the government shows 
no sign of accepting the protestors' demands and therefore has 
all but ensured their continued civil disobedience. Here's a 
primer on the ongoing conflict. 

What sparked the farmers' protest? 

The farmers' protest is centered around conflict over three pieces of agricultural legislation passed in 
September by India's Parliament with support from Prime Minister Narendra Modi. According to PRS, a non-
profit Indian legislative research institute, the three bills decrease trade regulations on farmers' goods, allow 
for online and interstate trading, enable farmers and buyers to enact exclusive contracts, and limit the 
government's ability to regulate the supply of essential commodities. 

The bills were presented by Modi and other legislative supporters as giving farmers more freedom to control 
their own trade and expand their own markets. The farmers, however, argue that the increased competition 
enabled by this deregulation will give corporate buyers, rather than agricultural workers—who make up 
nearly 60 percent of India's population—all the power. Since the buyers will have access to a wider pool of 
suppliers, they'll therefore be able to drive down prices, a phenomenon further compounded by the bills' 
removal of government-imposed minimum prices for certain goods, which farmers say were already only 
barely helping them scrape by. 
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Since the protests started in August, ahead of the bills' passage, dozens of protestors have died from severe 
weather conditions, health conditions such as heart attacks, car accidents while approaching the protests, 
and suicide, according to Al Jazeera. 

What do the protestors want? 

In short, a complete repeal of the three acts. Representatives from 
more than 30 agricultural unions that oppose the bills have met 
with government officials in 11 rounds of talks, to no avail. Officials 
have invited the farmers to participate in mediation, negotiation, 
and amendment of the laws, but the farmers have refused, citing 
their demand that the bills be repealed outright. 

"The government has the sharpest of brains working for it. The fact 
that they've not been able to come up with a proposal which 
meets our demands means that our case is strong," Kiran Vissa, a 
union member and a leader of the protests, told The Wire in 
December, noting that merely amending any of the bills would 
nullify the others. "So the only way the demands can be met is by a 
complete repeal of the laws. The government has refused to look 
into the nature of our demands in a substantive manner." 

The nation's Supreme Court issued an order in mid-January suspending the bills and appointing a committee 
to oversee future negotiations, The Guardian reported. The protestors continued to stand by their request 
for a total cancellation of the legislation, rather than an unsatisfactory compromise, with leaders reportedly 
saying, "Now is not the time for a committee." 

In response to the suspension order, Bhog Singh Mansa, President of the Indian Farmers Union, echoed 
Vissa's sentiments. "A stay is not a solution. We are here to get these laws scrapped completely," he told 
the Business Standard. "The government has in a way already agreed to scrap the laws when it said it is 
willing to incorporate as many amendments as farmers want." 

What has the government said and done? 

In the most recent round of talks on Jan. 22, the government said its best offer was a suspension of the bills 
for up to 18 months, which the farmers once again rejected, as it doesn't meet their explicit demands. After 
hitting this roadblock, per The Print, the groups have yet to schedule their next round of talks. 

In earlier talks, government officials said they had reached a consensus with the protestors on the issues of 
decriminalizing necessary controlled fires and dropping a provision that increased power tariffs—though, 
once again, they stopped far short of agreeing to completely repeal the laws. Officials have labeled this 
refusal to accept anything less than repeal a sign "that these leaders are not going for a solution—they are 
continuously wanting to create a movement against the government," Gopal Krishna Agarwal, a 
spokesperson for Modi's Bharatiya Janata Party, told The New York Times. 

Throughout the months of protests, supporters of the laws have also claimed that the farmers simply do not 
understand their provisions, with Modi reportedly blaming the protests on a misinformation campaign by 
the opposition party. However, the lack of tangible results from the 11 rounds of talks, plus growing 
evidence of misinformation being spread by the bills' supporters, prove that the protests are based not on a 
misunderstanding, but on a fundamental disagreement over the rights and treatment of agricultural 
workers. 

Additionally, on Jan. 26, after the Republic Day violence, the interior ministry announced that it was 
suspending mobile internet services in several districts surrounding Delhi, where hundreds of thousands of 
farmers have been camped out for months, the BBC reported. The shutdown was supposed to last only for a 
few hours, but has been repeatedly extended each day, according to CNN, with officials claiming that the 
internet shutdowns—essentially cutting off the farmers' ability to share and receive information—was "in 
the interest of maintaining public safety and averting public emergency." 
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What's next? 

With the bills' supporters continued refusal to accept the 
farmers' demands of total repeal, and no further talks on the 
schedule, it seems likely that the protests will stretch on for 
weeks, if not months, though many of the farmers may choose 
to return to their farms when planting season begins in March. 

"We are not going back—that is not in our genetic code," 
Ringhu Yaspal, a protestor camped outside of Delhi, told The 
New York Times in the days after the Republic Day clash. 
"Agriculture has turned into a slow poison. It's better to die 
fighting here." 

Also in the camps, Jagtar Singh Bajwa, a farm leader, told an 
assembled crowd, "We should not give a message that we are 
tired, that we are going home," according to the Times, 
adding, "We will start over today, with full unity. 
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ASSESS THIS STORY UNDER THE FOLLOWING HEADINGS: IT’S USEFUL FOR MULTIPLE DIFFERENT STRANDS OF THE COURSE!!! 

 

Are there any other areas YOU think it would fit? 
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SHIVA – What would our Key Thinker say about this? 
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From: https://www.navdanya.org/bija-refelections/2019/11/04/the-the-seed-bill-2019-is-a-threat-to-indias-seed-
sovereignty-and-farmers-rights/ (2019) 
“We have a duty to conserve this rich heritage of the biodiversity of crops that has nourished us over centuries , feeds 
us today , and holds the future of our food sovereignty .We have a right to save and exchange our time tested seeds 
freely among ourselves as farmers in self governed living seed economies and living seed democracies . This is Bija 
Swaraj for farmers.Bija Swaraj is self organisation and self rule by  communities of farmers conserving , breeding, 
exchanging , selling their seeds in their communities. 
The 2004 Seed Bill was sent to a standing Committee of Parliament. It failed to become an Act because it did not protect 
farmers rights and our seed heritage. 
The Seeds Bill 2019 is worse than the 2004 Bill. It is in fact a bill that threatens our Seed Sovereignty and Seed Freedom. 
It is a Bill that undermines Farmers Rights. It is a Bill that tries again to impose industrial seed from corporations through 
a UPOV like structure. We rejected UPOV and wrote our sovereign sui generis law as the PVPFRA Act. It is a bill that 
attempts to hand over our seed system to global MNCs by opening the floodgates for GMO seeds and non-renewable 
hybrid seeds , increasing the farmers burden and aggravating the agrarian crisis. 
 

From: https://navdanyainternational.org/30-40-years-indian-farmers-protest/  
Indian farmers’ 30 year struggle against corporate globalisation and 40 year struggle against the green revolution 
The Green Revolution left farmers discontented and indebted as the result of degraded soil, and pest-ridden crops, 
which caused slavery and disillusionment as well as tension in the State of Punjab between the farming community and a 
newly centralized state taking charge of agricultural policy as well as agricultural commodities’ prices, finance and credit. 
Before the Green Revolution,  Punjab was the land of five rivers, prosperous, with hard-working farmers.  By 1984 
Punjab farmers were protesting against this slavery.  It became a land of violence and war.…The deregulation of 
commerce has been pushed by the corporate world since the onset of GATT and WTO where rules were written by 
corporations to enlarge their freedom to commodify and privatise land, water, seed, food, information, data, and 
knowledge. 
By enclosing the commons, the freedom of people, their cultures and democracies is destroyed. It is about an end to real 
economies where independent producers exchange and sell goods at fair and just prices. Along the same lines, the 
World Bank’s structural adjustments imposed in 1991 dismantled India’s food security system. By removing the laws 
regulating markets, prices and stock-holding, it destroyed farmers’ livelihoods, people’s right to food and food as a public 
good, in order to create a “free market” in corporate commodities. 
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